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Introduction

In H-mode plasmas, edge localised modes (ELMs) are responsible for large energy losses and

have been observed on all major tokamaks. They have been described in machines where fast

density measurements are available (ASDEX-Upgrade [1], DIII-D [2], MAST [3], JET [4]. . . )

as a fast collapse of the top of the pedestal and a rise of the scrape-off layer (SOL) density

occurring in less than 200µs. During the same time interval, filament structures are observed

[3, 4]. The SOL density has been reported to decay in a few ms and occurs in parallel with the

slower recovery of the pedestal top [4].

This paper presents new measurements, made on the JET tokamak, of the evolution of the

density profile during type-I ELM crashes. The reflectometer used for this study is first de-

scribed. The typical ELM crash dynamics are then presented. Finally an unexpected high-

density event observed during some ELM crashes is described.

JET fast sweep reflectometer

A fast sweep reflectometer has recently been installed on JET [5]. It is able to measure an

electron density profile every 15µs from the SOL to the plasma centre with sub-centimetre

resolution. The system is composed of 6 independent reflectometers working in 4 different

bands (from 42GHz to 150GHz) and 2 polarisations. Measurements are made from the low-

field-side along an horizontal line of sight close to the usual magnetic axis level. For every JET

discharges, up to 100,000 density profiles are recorded and are automatically analysed. Profile

absolute positioning is obtained using X-mode polarisation and rely on the total magnetic field

given by the equilibrium code used at JET (EFIT).
∗See the Appendix of F. Romanelli et al., Proceedings of the 23rd IAEA Fusion Energy Conference 2010,
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Figure 1: Type-I ELM crashes. Upper plots: time traces of the Dα plasma emission. Lower

plots: evolution of the density profile during an ELM crash measured with the fast sweep reflec-

tometer. High resolution Thomson scattering measurement is also displayed for comparison.

Pulse #79728: B0 =2.6T, Ip =2.5MA, PNBI =15MW, ELM energy losses: 150kJ.

Pulse #78595: B0 =3.2T, Ip =3MA, PNBI =15MW, ELM energy losses: 1.2MJ.

Density profiles produced have two main uncertainties:

Position uncertainty: Any error in the magnetic field has a direct implication in the global po-

sition of the density profiles. A typical uncertainty in Bt of 1% leads to a 4cm uncertainty

in the profiles position. On JET, this error is automatically corrected by comparison of the

density profiles with the line integrated density measured by the FIR interferometer at the

plasma edge. The remaining global uncertainty linked to the detection of the signal rise

in the SOL is believed to be around ±1cm.

Gradient uncertainty: The calibration of the reflectometer requires a known reflection posi-

tion. We use the inner-wall reflection before plasma as reference. This wall being not

a flat mirror but composed of tiles of different height, the reference position is known

± 2cm. This uncertainty is translated into an uncertainty in the profiles gradients of

± 0.5×1019 m−3/cm.

Type-I ELM crashes

JET fast sweep reflectometer has been used to measure ELM crashes at the maximum repe-

tition rate. Figure 1 shows the evolution of the density profile for different type-I ELM crashes:

a) a typical small (150kJ) type-I ELM and b) a large (1.2MJ) compound type-I ELM. Three

phenomena can be observed. The first event is the pedestal collapse which has been measured

to be an almost instant event, lasting less than one sweep time (10µs). Then, the SOL and the
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Figure 2: Example of high-density events measured using X-mode reflectometers. The high

density profiles are not complete because they reach the limit of the diagnostic. The density is

even higher than 1.6×1020 m−3. In the first case, the event lasts about 30µs while in the second,

the dense plasma is seen during 210µs.

Pulse #79697: B0 =3.6T, Ip =4MA, PNBI =22MW, ELM energy losses: ≈550kJ.

top of the pedestal recover with different time scales. For the normal ELM, the SOL density

reaches its pre-crash value in less than 5ms (as observed in [4]), while it takes more than more

15ms in the case of the compounded ELM. In both case, the pedestal takes a much longer time

to fully recover.

High-density events observed during ELM crashes

In analysing in details the onset of the ELM crashes, a phenomenon has been discovered

which occurs within 100µs of a pedestal collapse. For some ELM crashes, a high density plasma

is observed outside of the last close flux surface (LCFS). Figure 2 shows measurements of

this dense plasma. The profiles presented are truncated: the density is so high that the limits

of our X-mode polarisation systems are reached. O-mode reflectometers have higher density

limits but they still cannot resolve the maximum density. This plasma has a density higher than

1.6×1020 m−3, which is higher than the main plasma centre density.

This high density plasma has been observed appearing in less than 10µs and gradually dis-

appearing after a variable amount of time. The main plasma pedestal seems not to be affected

by these events as no differences have been observed in the recovery of ELM crashes in cases

with the dense plasma and cases without. The high resolution Thomson scattering system has

never detected such phenomenon which imply that the temperature should be much lower than

100eV. In order to be consistent with the overall conservation of particles, it is believed that

this dense plasma is only present on a thin layer outside of the LCFS.
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Figure 3: Statistic of the high-density events

lifetime observed.

A systematic analysis of a large database

of ELM crashes recorded by the reflectome-

try system has been carried out. High-density

events have been observed for every JET

pulse analysed with type-I ELMs and accessi-

ble with the fast sweep reflectometer (B0 from

2T to 3.6T). Nevertheless, only a minority of

ELMs exhibits this behaviour. The lifetime of

these high-density events has also been mea-

sured as shown in figure 3. Most of the events

recorded have been measured to last less than

75µs but some may have a much longer life-

time (up to 375µs) as shown in figure 2.

No comparable events have been recorded on other tokamaks. Nevertheless, on DIII-D the

central vertical line of the interferometer has recorded during ELMs a sharp increase of the line

integral density followed by a decay about 100µs later [6]. This was attributed to recycling in the

divertor. On ASDEX-Upgrade similar behaviours have been observed with the edge high field

side vertical interferometer during ELMs but also in-between ELMs [7]. On JET, this dense

plasma can explain drops seen in the ECE measurements [8]. For one case, a clear correlation

has been made between ECE and reflectometry measurements.

Conclusions

The new JET fast sweep reflectometer has demonstrated its capability to provide detailed

density profiles covering the SOL and the plasma core during ELM crashes. SOL density dy-

namics after the pedestal collapse has been measured in normal and compound type-I ELMs.

A new phenomenon has been observed consisting of a short living dense plasma outside of the

LCFS. The physics underlying the apparition of this plasma is not yet well understood and will

be the centre of further investigations.
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